Hail to our magnificent King and Queen, Anton & Luned
Hail to our fierce Prince and Princess, Eckehard & Jane
Hail to our beloved Baron and Baroness, Celric & Ilaria
Hail to good gentles of mighty Storvik,
It is with great humility and honor that we, Mistress Tirzah MacCrudden and Lord Benjamin Middle ask
for your consideration to become the next Baron and Baroness of Storvik.
A little bit about us, I have been in the SCA for over 25 years and Ben has been in for 4 1/2 years. We
span the gambit of old and new. I have been an Exchequer, Minister of A&S, and Newcomers liaison.
I have lived in three kingdoms and while I lived in Trimaris I was Chatelaine for King Odo and Queen
Elena, while still not released from my duties as Lady in Waiting to our very own Baroness Johanna, so
I can comprehend the demands of the position of Baron and Baroness. I have been a retainer, not
only to most of the recent baronage of Storvik, but several other baronies as well, and to many
Majesties and Highnesses. Ben has volunteered at many of the events he has been to as a retainer as
well as other tasks such as helping set up/take down tents and helping in the kitchen. He has also
been a youth group leader for his church in mundaneia. Ben is in the process of suiting up to become
an armored combatant. I also have had the pleasure of donning armor to fight in the great Pennsic
battles in service to Kingdom and Barony. As a member of the Order of the Laurel, I believe I have
shown my dedication to the arts.
Something we both agree with is that this Dream we live for is worth fighting for. Whether that fight is
on the field of combat, in the halls of Arts and Science, or serving as some of the volunteers that keep
our Society running. If chosen as Baron and Baroness, we would carry on the traditions which make
our mighty Barony unique and perhaps make some new ones along the way. We wish to help the
Barony and Society grow, by supporting the crowns in any way we can. By promoting and hosting
demos and activities to strengthen the bonds of friendship between the close knit northern Atlantian
groups. Traveling to the beautiful south to partake of some wonderful events such as Ymir and
WOW!! As well as supporting E-Atlantia as we continue to learn what is the new “normal” for our
Society.
A few of the things we would like to do, as we start to open up from our pandemic restrictions. Bring
back a fun event, Post Pennsic Revel, a day of dancing, games, storytelling, and food. Keep up the
awesome virtual at homes until we can have a “Roving at Home”, as we live in the far southern
reaches of Storvik, we feel it would be fun for us to travel throughout our Barony to visit with our
populace. Also follow our Majesties lead and do a 5 to 10 minute video to let people know what we
will be doing and let those that do not go to the baronial meeting know what is happening in our fair
Barony.
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